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Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL) is a rare hematological cancer, accounting for approximately 10% of blood cancers in adults. 
It is the most common type of cancer in children and adolescents. L-asparaginase treatment was introduced in the 1980s and 
has drastically improved the treatment of ALL in children. The approval of an alternative form of asparaginase derived from 
Erwinia has allowed for use of asparaginase therapy in many patients who are allergic to the asparaginase derived from E.coli. The 
treatment of ALL in adults with L-asparaginase has been less successful, yet remains a standard of care in Canada. There is a need 
for a more effective treatment option for adults with ALL.i 

A newer pegylated form, PEG L-asparaginase (pegaspargase) has been developed. Pegaspargase has established itself as the 
preferred option in the pediatric setting in Canada and is increasingly being used in adult protocols around the world.     

In an effort to promote a shared understanding of the range of issues, perspectives related to the use of asparaginase for adult 
ALL patients in Canada, the CARE Hematology Faculty conducted a needs assessment. The shared insights help inform where 
treatment considerations lie and yields visibility on challenges/information needs to update practice and introduce new therapy.

The research is being led by Dr. Matthew Seftel (CancerCare Manitoba) and Dr. James Whitlock (SickKids Hospital).

This needs assessment was distributed by mail and electronically to Canadian hematologists working in academic teaching 
centers. What follows is an overview of the key takeaways from the needs assessment, along with the response data.
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 · L-asparaginase is the most commonly used ASP preparation in all three treatment phases (induction, intensification, and 
maintenance/continuation) among responding academic specialists. (Question 1)

 · All responders indicated that a treatment protocol for ALL is utilized in their institutions.

 · The DFCI (Dana Farber Cancer Institute) method was reported as the most commonly used protocol. (Question 2)

 · Not surprisingly, efficacy, toxicity, and access were reported to influence the choice of protocol. (Question 3)

 · The majority of responders had experience with some form of asparaginase preparation and appear to be moderately satisfied 
with them.  (Question 4)

 · Among responders, L-asparaginase is not believed to be the best available option for adult patients with ALL. (Question 5) 

 · Threats of toxicity, specifically thrombosis and pancreatitis, appear to be most worrisome. (Question 6)

 · Only 42% of responders were concerned that anti-asparaginase antibodies could develop yet this occurs frequently and could 
cause therapy to not work.ii

 · Pegaspargase was approved by Health Canada on February 24th, 2017 for adult patients with ALL, however it has not yet 
received provincial funding. Aside from the main barrier of cost, other concerns include: lack of experience, the potential 
increased toxicity and changes to efficacy. (Question 7)

 · Responses suggest that dosing recommendations, side effect monitoring information and efficacy data would address 
physicians' concerns regarding a switch from L-asparaginase to pegaspargase. (Question 8)

KEY TAKEAWAYS

RESPONDER BREAKDOWN
BY REGION

ATLANTIC CANADA

WESTERN CANADA

ONTARIO

QUEBEC

34%

42%

5%

19%
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2. Which ALL treatment protocol is in place at your centre?*

DISCUSSION: 

It is encouraging to see that defined, evidence-based treatment 
protocols are used among all responders. The DFCI approach is 
the most common among responders, followed by HYPER-CVAD; 
the former being most commonly used in younger patients, and 
the latter in older patients. 

Those that selected ‘other’ still used the DFCI and HYPER-CVAD 
approaches, but they also indicated use of CALGB9111, GRAAPH 
PH+. These responders practice in Quebec.

73%

100%

94%

DFCI 95%

*Responders were able to select more than one response
**Other responses: CALGB9111, GRAAPH PH+

INDUCTION SETTING:

INTENSIFICATION SETTING:

MAINTENANCE OR CONTINUATION SETTING:

RESPONSE DATA

1. Which ASP preparation(s) do you most commonly use for 
adult ALL patients in the following phases of treatment:* 

DISCUSSION: 

Responding hematologists most commonly use the L-asparaginase preparation 
in adult patients with ALL across all treatment phases (induction, intensification, 
maintenance/continuation). The responder feedback is not surprising, as 
L-asparaginase was the only available approved E. coli-based asparaginase 
product for adult ALL patients until pegaspargase was approved this year. 
Pegaspargase is indicated as a component of a multi-agent chemotherapeutic 
regimen for the treatment of patients with ALL. It is a chemically modified 
version of the L-asparaginase enzyme and offers a longer half-life, higher nadir 
serum asparaginase activity, and a lower risk of anti-asparaginase antibody  
formation.iii, iv, v, vi In adults, the safety and efficacy of pegaspargase treatment 
is not as well established as it is in pediatric patients, so it continues to  
be investigated.vii

Patients who do not respond to L-asparaginase or develop antibodies to 
it, are often given the Erwinia L-asparaginase preparation as a second-line  
treatment option.

OF RESPONDERS HAVE TREATMENT 
PROTOCOLS IN PLACE AT THEIR CENTRE100% 

23%

13%

0%

0%

0%

13%

OTHER** 14%

HYPER-CVAD 29%

GMALL 5%

*Responders were able to select more than one response

L-asparaginase Erwinia L-asparaginase Pegaspargase

95% 
DFCI

(Dana Farber Cancer 
Institute)

29% 
HYPER-CVAD 

(Hyper- Cyclophosphomide, 

Vincristine, Doxorubicin)

14% 
OTHER**

5% 
GMALL 

(German Multicenter  
ALL)
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10%

3. What factors most influence the treatment protocol 
at your centre?*

4. Do you have experience with the following L-asparaginase preparations?*

A. If you have experience with the preparation(s) how satisfied are you with them? 

DISCUSSION: 

The data indicate that efficacy, toxicity, and availability of 
protocol-mandated drugs are the most influential factors on the 
ALL treatment protocols implemented in academic health centers 
across Canada.  While efficacy and toxicity are the major factors 
in treatment protocol decisions, access to these therapies is 
crucial as well. Without proper access, patients may not receive 
appropriate treatment.

DISCUSSION: 

The results suggest that responding hematologists have experience with these preparations, however they are not fully satisfied. When asked to 
explain their answers, there were several themes that emerged. Firstly, responders expressed that the L-asparaginase preparation is better than 
not using asparaginase in the treatment of adult ALL and has improved outcomes however it remains toxic and inconvenient. The pegylated 
formulation is believed to be more effective and less toxic than L-asparaginase, however the optimal dosing is unknown and remains a concern. 
Trials are ongoing and we await these data.

48%

17%

*Responders were able to select more than one response
**Other: Familiarity based on previous clinical trial participation,  
    patient’s age

*Responders were able to select more than one response

80%

19%

46%46%

100% have experience 92% have experience 50% have experience

50%50% 19%20% 35%34%

L-ASPARAGINASE

L-ASPARAGINASE

PEGASPARGASE

PEGASPARGASE

ERWINIA L-ASPARAGINASE

ERWINIA L-ASPARAGINASE

Efficacy/Data

Ease of Administration

NeutralNot Satisfied

Toxicity

Other**

QoL

Satisfied

33% Availability of protocol-   
        mandated drugs
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APLASTIC ANEMIA   97%

ARTERIAL OR VENOUS THROMBOSIS 91%

HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA 86%

MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROME 82%

HEMOGLOBINURIA 81%

BONE MARROW FAILURE 71%

ELEVATED LDH 64%

MODERATE THROMBOCYTOPENIA 56%

PULMONARY HYPERTENSION 49%

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE 44%

SEVERE THROMBOCYTOPENIA 44%

DYSPNEA 42%

FATIGUE 42%

SHORTNESS OF BREATH 40%

ABDOMINAL PAIN 38%

ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION 36%

IMPAIRED QOL 35%

CHEST PAIN 35%

DYSPHAGIA 33%

SCLERAL ICTERUS 28%

ELEVATED COMPLEMENT LEVELS 22%

6. How concerned are you about the following treatment related  
    challenges with respect to L-asparaginase treatment?

DISCUSSION: 

It is known that there are significant toxicities associated with L-asparaginase treatment (ie. thrombosis, pancreatitis and hypersensitivity). 

A. Treatment Toxicity:    
i. Thrombosis

ii. Pancreatitis

iii. Hypersensitivity reactions

iv. Glucose intolerance

v. Hyperbilirubinemia

37%43% 14%6%

52%5% 29%14%

41%5% 31% 18%5%

47%10% 24% 5%14%

50%29% 7%14%

YES 
45%

5. Do you believe that native L-asparaginase is the best available  
    option for your adult patients?

DISCUSSION: 

Over half of responding hematologists expressed that L-asparaginase 
is not the best available treatment option for adult patients with ALL.  

NO 
55%

1 2 3 4 5

Not a concern Neutral Concerned
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6. Continued.

DISCUSSION: 

There are a number of challenges with regards to L-asparaginase treatment.

Adult ALL treaters do not routinely test for anti-asparaginase antibodies. Due to 
the short half-life of L-asparaginase, development of neutralizing anti-asparaginase 
antibodies occurs frequently in adult patients with ALL. This means therapy could stop 
working, yet only 34% of responding hematologists believe that this is a challenge. 

The pegylation of L-asparaginase appears to have two main benefits. The first benefit 
of pegylation, and perhaps the more important one, is that it makes the asparaginase 
significantly less immunogenic. Studies in pediatric patients have shown that 
pegaspargase significantly reduces the frequency of antibody formation compared 
to L-asparaginase.viii The second benefit is that it has a longer half-life, meaning that 
patients do not have to visit the clinic as often. This could potentially improve quality of 
life and reduce treatment burden.

B. Development of neutralizing anti-asparaginase     
     antibodies 

C. Giving patients weekly intramuscular injections E. Impact of weekly dosing schedule on the clinic

D. Weekly dosing schedule for the patient to come to  
    the clinic 

33%14% 10%24% 19%29%24% 10%13% 24%

33% 24%14% 5%24%32%48%10% 10%

THIS PEGYLATED FORM COULD 
POTENTIALLY IMPROVE 
QUALITY OF LIFE AND REDUCE 
TREATMENT BURDEN.

1 2 3 4 5

"
"

Not a concern Neutral Concerned
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PEGASPARGASE IS APPROVED FOR ADULT ALL PATIENTS IN CANADA BUT IT IS 
NOT YET FUNDED AT THE PROVINCIAL LEVEL. 

29%

A. If yes, please select all that apply:*

14%

52%

5%

*Responders were able to select more than one response

5%

7. Do you have concerns that may prevent you from 
switching from L-asparaginase to pegaspargase once it 
is available in Canada? 

YES 
93%

NO 
7%

""

29% GREATER TOXICITY

14% EFFICACY

5% OTHER

5% ADMINISTRATION

DISCUSSION: 

Pegaspargase is approved for adult ALL patients in Canada but it is not yet funded at the provincial level. Cost appears to be the biggest concern 
and barrier to switching from L-asparaginase to pegaspargase.  Studies comparing the cost between L-asparaginase treatment to pegaspargase 
treatment (in both adults and children) have determined that the two treatments can have very similar overall costs to the healthcare system. 
Although pegaspargase is more expensive to purchase than L-asparaginase, the differences in dosing, the possible development of unforeseen 
challenges such as allergic reactions or treatment plateau, as well as the differing clinic costs are all factors which can vary the macroscale 
expense of either treatment option.viii, ix

Cost is my only concern

Efficacy

Greater toxicity

Administration

        No experience/ 
don't know what to expect

Other

19%
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Asparaginase has dramatically changed the landscape of treatment for adult ALL 
patients. However, the most commonly used asparaginase preparation in adult ALL 
patients in Canada, unconjugated L-asparaginase, is not believed to be the best 
treatment option based on this survey. The newer pegylated version has several 
advantages which has led to it now being the preferred asparaginase preparation 
for pediatric patients.  Moving forward, clinical trial data on pegaspargase in 
adults may be used to recommend it as an important ALL treatment option in the 
adult population. The adoption of pegaspargase in the adult population across 
Canada awaits funding.        

CONCLUDING REMARKS

ASPARAGINASE HAS DRAMATICALLY CHANGED 

THE LANDSCAPE OF TREATMENT FOR ADULT 

ALL PATIENTS.  HOWEVER, UNCONJUGATED 

L-ASPARAGINASE IS NOT BELIEVED TO BE 

THE BEST TREATMENT OPTION.

8. What information do you feel you need to address these concerns? 
(please select all that apply)*

DISCUSSION: 

Moving forward, information focused on treatment efficacy, dosing, and side effects of these formulations should be provided in order for 
Canadian hematologists and funding agencies to make appropriate treatment decisions. 

*Responders were able to select more than one response
**Other: Therapeutic drug monitoring; development of neutralizing antibodies 

"

"

59% 47% 

47% 41% 

Efficacy data Dosing recommendations

Side effect and monitoring information Other information
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CHC is the largest multi-disciplinary hematological conference across Canada. It brings 
together a pan-Canadian and International Faculty to showcase cutting-edge research and 
developments in the field of hematology. 

Why Attend CHC 2017? 

• Hear from leading Canadian and international hematologists for an in depth
review of various hematology malignancies.

• Receive breaking news on international clinical trials, framed in a Canadian
perspective.

• Network with various hematology professionals from across Canada.

• Receive exclusive access to the CHC 2017 mobile app, filled with cutting edge
hematology content (available to attendees only).

CHC 2017 is open to all Canadian hematology professionals, including residents, nurses, 

pharmacists, and specialists who have an interest in hematology. 

DON'T MISS OUT ON EARLYBIRD PRICING FOR THE
CANADIAN HEMATOLOGY CONFERENCE 2017

PHYSICIANS  
TICKET PRICING

ALLIED HEALTH CARE
TICKET PRICING

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER,  PLEASE VISIT:  www.CAREeducation.ca/CHC17

CHC 2017 
CONFÉRENCE CANADIENNE SUR L’HÉMATOLOGIE
CANADIAN HEMATOLOGY  CONFERENCE

40% OFF 
ALL TICKET SALES

R E G I S T E R  A T  
W W W . C A R E e d u c a t i o n . C A / C H C 1 7

SEPTEMBER 29-30, 2017
TORONTO, ON

U N T I L  J U N E  3 0 ,  2 0 1 7

MEETING CHAIRS:

JOHN KURUVILLA, MD
PRINCESS MARGARET  
CANCER CENTRE

PETER ANGLIN, MD  
STRONACH REGIONAL 
CANCER CENTRE

DATE/TIME: 

SEPTEMBER 29-30 2017
8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM

PRESENTED BY:

$48 $96$160$80
REGULAR PRICE:REGULAR PRICE: NOWNOW

http://www.careeducation.ca/chc17/
http://www.careeducation.ca/chc17/
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ABOUT THE CARE
HEMATOLOGY
FACULTY

The CARE (Community. Academic. Research. Education) Faculty is a pan-Canadian 
group of leaders in their field who gather, discuss and address gaps in knowledge, to 

develop education initiatives that frame news from a Canadian perspective. 

The vision of the CARE Faculty is to share opinions and update Canadian specialists 
with news and developments from key conferences framed in a Canadian perspective.

The mission of the CARE Faculty is to enhance medical education, with the explicit 
goal of improving patient outcomes.
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